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WOW
YOUR DINERS
ON- AND OFF-PREMISE

TURN UP YOUR
WOW FACTOR
It’s been a trying year for the restaurant industry,
but at US Foods® we believe it’s our business to turn
challenges into opportunities. That starts with
listening to our operators, asking about their
toughest pain points and best resolutions, and
creating solutions that benefit us all.
With this Scoop™ lineup, we’re committing to helping
our operators embrace flexibility and build resilience
in order to optimize profitability. You’ve already
stepped up. Now, with an assist from our latest
Scoop, you’re ready to stand out.
And the timing is right. The busy season is here, and
hungry families are faced with less time and more
stress. Yet diners, having been stuck in the rut of the
pandemic for months, are tired of the same old, same
old. So with this Scoop launch, we’ll help you offer
dynamic family-style dining and wow-worthy dishes
that tempt customers back to your tables – all with
products featuring your favorite back-of-house
superpowers: versatility and labor savings.
Serve variety and vibrancy. Make family feasts easy.
Create new revenue streams for your operation
with a host of to-go options. In this Scoop, you get
solutions to help you attract and impress both
on- and off-premise diners, while also keeping your
business lean and nimble.
Diners are ready to turn out again. Let us help you
wow them – while you build a business that’s ready
for anything. Let us help you make it.

@USFoods

#USFScoop

S. Kinkaid
Stacey Kinkaid
VP, Product Development and Innovation
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BACK TO
BUSINESS

YOU’VE MADE ALL THE RIGHT MOVES; NOW IT’S TIME TO PROFIT FROM THEM
Getting here was the hard part. After hanging tough through the downturn, now be sure
you’re ready to ride the restaurant industry’s rising tide with these trends in mind.

1 in 3 CONSUMERS
said they will be ordering more from restaurants for the upcoming holidays.
- US Foods survey

40% OF CONSUMERS
want comfort or classic foods in family meals from restaurants.
- Datassential

73% OF CONSUMERS
are interested in take-and-bake comfort foods from restaurants during COVID.
- Datassential
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FAMILY-STYLE

MADE EASY
VERSATILE TAKE-HOME ITEMS TO HELP DINERS
CELEBRATE WITHOUT THE STRESS
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73% OF MILLENNIALS +
71% OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH KIDS

are interested in ordering a holiday family-style meal to go from
restaurants during COVID*
GET MORE RESOURCES
Find materials to promote your new menu offerings, including menu templates and free digital ads,
at usfoods.com/holidayscoop.
* Stats from Datassential
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WAFFLE-PRESSED STUFFING

THICK- CUT TURKE Y
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CR ANBERRY SAUCE

PATUXENT FARMS®
ALL NATURAL* BRINED
TURKEY BREAST ROAST
3756966 | 2/ 9-12 lba.
INNOVATION
BRIE CHEESE

This product is pre-brined for convenience and a
moist, tender bite. It’s also boneless – better for
slicing and portioning. With the versatility to feature
in center-of-plate applications across your menu,
this distinctive product will only seem like it took
you all day to prepare.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+All natural*

+Whole muscle, boneless, naturally attached skin-on,
double-lobe turkey breast
+Frozen

BENEFITS

+Labor-Saving: pre-brined and boneless for less prep
and easy portioning
+On-Trend: meets the demand for family-style dishes
+Versatile: can be used for smoking, roasting, or many other
applications

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
*No artificial ingredients. Minimally processed.
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HARBOR BANKS®
GROUND YELLOWFIN TUNA
4461829 | 10/1 lb.
INNOVATION

More diners than ever want alternatives to beef,
and fish and seafood are high on the list. This MSC
Certified, sashimi-grade, sustainable tuna is made from
premium trimmings and treated with Clearsmoke®
that helps retain a beautiful red color. This item makes
sushi and tartare simpler than ever, but it can also
be incorporated into tacos, burgers, meatballs and more.
Raw Ground Yellowfin Tuna packed in a handy clear
piping bag is easy to pipe and portion – either in your
back-of-house or in your customer’s kitchen, as part of
a take-home DIY meal kit.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Serve Good®: MSC Certified, sashimi-grade Yellowfin Tuna
+Treated with Clearsmoke®
+Contains no artificial flavors
+Frozen

BENEFITS

+Living Well: 29g of protein per labeled serving
+On Trend: meets the demand for sustainable seafood offerings
+Time Savings: trimmed and ground, ready for use
+Versatile: Can be used in any application where ground beef is used

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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ROSELI® PREMIUM ORGANIC THREE CHEESE
AND GARDEN VEGETABLE TORTELLONI
9377206 | 2/3 lb.
INNOVATION

Simple ingredients, organic certification
and – most important – great taste.
Made with peas, zucchini and asparagus,
plus a delectable blend of parmesan,
smoked mozzarella and ricotta. This
tortelloni (large tortellini) pairs with a
variety of sauces – including our Roseli
Organic Marinara Sauce.
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PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Serve Good®: USDA Certified
Organic
+Vegetarian
+Pasta dough is made of durum
wheat semolina and egg
+Piece size provides great plate
presentation
+Approximate 4-6 minute prep time
+Individually quick frozen

BENEFITS

+Versatile: combines flavors of
garden vegetables and cheese
that pairs well with numerous
sauces
+On-Trend: meets growing
demand for organic products

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE

ROSELI®
ORGANIC MARINARA SAUCE
6978442 | 6/#10 cans
INNOVATION

In the past, organic farming was all
there was. So, with this traditional
marinara sauce, we’ve taken a classic
recipe back to its basics: no highfructose corn syrup, added extra virgin
olive oil and a special organic spice
blend, delivering a simple, delicious
flavor that harkens back to old Italy.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Serve Good®: USDA Certified Organic
+Traditional-style marinara
+Made from vine-ripened, fresh-packed,
California-grown tomatoes
+Packaged in 6/#10 cans
+Lid-lifter technology reduces
back-of-house risk

BENEFITS

+ On Trend: meets the growing
demand for organic products

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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DEVONSHIRE® PREMIUM
BELGIAN CHOCOLATE CHIP
WAFFLE
9959244 | 40/3.17 oz.
INNOVATION

Diners love our Devonshire® Premium Belgian
Waffle. So rather than mess with a good thing, we
did the only thing that could make it better: we
added chocolate. This new version offers the
same authentic waffle profile – made in Belgium,
featuring crunchy sugar pearls – but now features
bits of Belgian chocolate chips. It’s perfect for
grab-and-go, family-style meals, hospitality or
a quick-serve breakfast or dessert item.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Made in Belgium using authentic techniques and ingredients
+Made with Belgian chocolate and pearl sugar
+Individually wrapped: ideal for grab-and-go item
+Frozen

BENEFITS

+Labor Savings: saves time over scratch-made waffle

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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ON-PREMISE

ATTRACTIONS
ENGAGING PRODUCTS THAT BRING CUSTOMERS
BACK TO YOUR TABLES
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41% OF CONSUMERS

said after shelter-in-place restrictions are lifted, they’ll want to
experiment and try new foods.*

GET MORE RESOURCES
Find inspiration for using these products in your kitchen, including recipes and videos,
at usfoods.com/holidayscoop.
* Stats from Datassential
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HARBOR BANKS®
TEMPURA SHRIMP
1699609 | 4/2.5 lb.
INNOVATION

This responsibly sourced, 4-star Best Aquaculture
Practices (BAP)-certified shrimp is cut and stretched
for authentic tempura presentation, and the batter
delivers the perfect texture and satisfying crunch.
With no phosphates added, the shrimp’s delicate
flavor shines through, ready for pairing with your
signature dips and sauces. It cooks quickly from
frozen – can be used for to-go and takeout programs.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Serve Good®: 4-star BAP-certified, helps meet growing demand
for responsibly sourced seafood
+Litopenaeus vannamei shrimp is peeled, deveined and cut with tail
on, cleaned, stretched and battered by hand; no skilled labor needed
+16-20 ct./lb. as sold
+Made with no phosphates added, so the clean shrimp flavor
comes through

BENEFITS

+Versatile: light, crisp batter and neutral flavor pair well with multiple
dips and sauces
+Time-Saving: par-fried and individually quick-frozen;
ready to fry or bake

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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*No artificial ingredients. Minimally processed.

CHEF’S LINE® ALL NATURAL*
BRAISED BEEF CHUCK
SHORT RIB
9465510 | 4/3 lba.
INNOVATION

Instead of seasoning and braising boneless short
rib for hours, let us do it for you: using Choice
boneless chuck short rib, we’ve seasoned it with
salt and pepper for ultimate versatility and then
braised it for hours until it is fork-tender. All you
need to do is heat and serve.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Boneless beef chuck short rib

+USDA Choice grade beef chuck with a 20% seasoning solution
+Cooked in bag, frozen

+Meets the criteria for the US Foods® Unpronounceables List™

BENEFITS

+Labor-Saving: seasoned and braised for hours for superior flavor
and texture
+On-Trend: short rib is appearing on an increasing number of menus
from tacos to pasta
+Versatile: lightly seasoned with salt and pepper to maximize
utility across a broad number of menu needs

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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CHEF’S LINE® ALL NATURAL*
PULLED UNCURED BACON
4031265 | 4/2.5 lba.
INNOVATION

With our All Natural* Pulled Uncured Bacon, you
can serve a beloved standard in a dynamic new
format. Tender and easy to serve – similar to pulled
pork – this versatile ingredient can top a burger
or salad, flavor a breakfast dish or raise the stakes
in any number of dishes awaiting your imagination.
This product is all natural*, made with pork belly
and simple ingredients – designed for maximum
convenience.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Applewood-smoked pork belly, cooked for over six hours
+Includes no added nitrites or nitrates, except for those naturally
occurring in sea salt and celery powder
+Meets the criteria for the US Foods® Unpronounceables List™
+Easy-peel film
+Frozen

BENEFITS

+Versatile: can be used to feature bacon in new ways and in
a variety of dishes
+Time-Saving: pulled and pre-cooked until tender; ready to serve
in 6–8 minutes from refrigerated stat

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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*No artificial ingredients. Minimally processed.
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METRO DELI®
UNCURED BACON JAM*
2114410 | 4/41 oz.
INNOVATION

This decadent, savory spread is
made with more than 25% uncured
bacon that contains no added
nitrates or nitrites*. Use it on toasted
sandwiches and shared appetizers.
It’s spoon-ready, undeniably
tempting and an easy way to elevate
many items on your menu.
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PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Made with more than 25% uncured
bacon
+Perfectly balances savory and sweet,
with pieces of smoky uncured bacon,
onion and brown sugar
+*Made without added nitrates or
nitrites (except for those naturally
occurring in sea salt and celery
powder)
+Meets the criteria for the US Foods®
Unpronounceables List™

BENEFITS

+Versatile: can be used across
multiple dayparts and applications
+Time-Saving: spares your kitchen
the hours it takes to make bacon
jam from scratch

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE

MONARCH®
ROSEMARY SEASONED FRIES
5990518 | 6/5 lb.
INNOVATION

Our Rosemary Seasoned Fries jazz
up the traditional fry and set you
apart from the competition – all
without creating extra work in your
kitchen. These fries arrive cut, evenly
coated and partially fried, removing
additional prep. Pair with burgers
or sandwiches, or deliver a solo side
with a variety of dipping sauces.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+USDA extra-long fancy 5/16” french
fry cut, with skin on
+Clear coating and seasoned with
rosemary
+Par-fried and frozen
+Consistent seasoning coverage for
optimal flavor delivery
+Less than 4-minute fry time

BENEFITS

+Time-saving: Eliminates slicing
and seasoning to save time in
back-of-house
+On-trend: Elevates a traditional side
+Versatile: Pairs well with any
burger or dipping sauce

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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MONARCH®
ORGANIC FOUR BERRY ASSORTMENT
4242800 | 4/5 lb.
INNOVATION

These certified-organic, Chilean-grown
strawberries, raspberries, blackberries
and blueberries are picked at their
ripest and quick-frozen for year-round
availability. They’re a beautiful addition to
smoothies, desserts, breads, breakfasts
and salads. These sweet, tart gems have
countless uses in desserts, salads or as
a stand-alone side in to-go applications.
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PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Serve Good®: USDA Certified
Organic
+Four separate varietal bags:
strawberries, blueberries,
blackberries, raspberries
+Grown in Chile
+Year-round availability allows
for use as a mainstay on menus

BENEFITS

+On-Trend: delivers on increasing
demand for organic products
+Living Well: made with whole berries
that are minimally processed
+Versatile: can be used in multiple
combinations and a variety of dishes
+Cost-Saving: a single product
provides four berries and numerous
combination options

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE

DEVONSHIRE®
BOMBOLONI
1195622 | 4/12/1.94 oz.
INNOVATION

Traditionally, this Italian doughnut is
filled with sweet fruit or chocolate.
It’s not too sweet, which makes it
versatile: bake it and dust it with
cinnamon and sugar; break out the
“everything bagel” seasoning and
make it a savory must-have; fill it with
custard, or split it to create distinctive
burger buns or sandwich carriers.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Italian doughnuts with fluffy,
airy dough
+Can be baked, fried or thawed
and served at room temperature
+Pre-fried and ready to eat
+Produced in Italy
+Frozen

BENEFITS

+On-Trend: bomboloni are becoming
increasingly popular in the
United States
+Versatile: can be used in savory
and sweet applications, and as a
sandwich carrier

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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DEVONSHIRE® PEANUT BUTTER
CHOCOLATE CAKE
3778176 | 2/82 oz.
INNOVATION

Made with REESE’S* Peanut Butter Cups, this item
is all indulgence and no work. Its 24 slices are
pre-cut and separated with paper leaflets – just
thaw, serve and impress. And it’s as gorgeous as it
is delicious, having been created and decorated
by hand, for back-of-house appearance.
Cake this luscious makes every meal – whether
on- or off-premise – a prime upsell opportunity.

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+Two moist layers of chocolate cake with dense, crunchy peanut
butter filling
+Covered in chocolate ganache and topped with real REESE’S
Peanut Butter Cups
+Frozen

BENEFITS

+Time-Saving: pre-made cake eliminates the need for scratch
creation

+On-Trend: Operators can list “Made with REESE’S Peanut Butter
Cups” on menus

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE
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*The REESE’S trademark and trade dress are used under license from
The Hershey Company
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A-Code

FSA/SSA Code Product Name

3756966

121946

Patuxent Farms® All Natural* Brined
Turkey Breast Roast

4461829

34197

Harbor Banks® Ground Yellowfin Tuna

9377206

38118

Roseli® Premium Organic Three Cheese
and Garden Vegetable Tortelloni

6978442

38924

Roseli Organic Marinara Sauce

9959244

36702

Devonshire® Premium Belgian
Chocolate Chip Waffle

1699609

25936

Harbor Banks Tempura Shrimp

9465510

121959

Chef’s Line® All Natural* Braised Beef
Chuck Short Rib

4031265

26280

Chef’s Line All Natural* Pulled Uncured Bacon

2114410

30332

Metro Deli® Uncured Bacon Jam

5990518

30270

Monarch® Rosemary Seasoned Fries

4242800

39017

Monarch Organic Four Berry Assortment

1195622

25017

Devonshire Bomboloni

3778176

34113

Devonshire Peanut Butter Chocolate Cake

5662037

121985

Monogram® Clean Force®
Sink & Surface Cleaner Sanitizer

*No artificial ingredients. Minimally processed.

FSA & SSA
LEGACY
CUSTOMER
ORDERING
Food Services of America® and Systems Services
of America are now part of US Foods®. To help
our operators avoid any confusion and to ensure
accurate ordering as we continue to align our
systems, we are providing legacy FSA and SSA
customers with custom product codes for all
Holiday 2020 Scoop items.

Flip this page to find your custom product
codes and visit usfoods.com/fsatoolbox
to order.

MONOGRAM® CLEAN FORCE®
SINK & SURFACE CLEANER SANITIZER
5662037 | 5 L
INNOVATION

For more information, please contact your
US Foods representative.

An EPA-registered, concentrated,
no-rinse 2-in-1 cleaner sanitizer that
works on any hard surface. Kills
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes
COVID-19, in 15 seconds*, and helps
prevent cross-contamination
to keep staff and guests safe from
foodborne illnesses. Must hook up the
5 L bottle to the dispenser system to
fill spray bottle.

usfoods.com

PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES

+A 5-liter bottle will yield** 1,648
32 oz. RTU bottles or 412 gal. for a
three- compartment sink.
+Kills SARS-CoV-2, the virus that
causes COVID-19, in 15 seconds*
+Kills Norovirus, common cold and
flu viruses in 30 seconds***
+Patented EZ closed-loop dispensing
system with affordable use cost helps
manage total cost and promotes
safety. Installing the dispenser is
simple and it is taken care of by your
ProGuard service manager

DISTRIBUTED BY/
DISTRIBUIDO POR
US FOODS, INC.
ROSEMONT, IL 60018

BENEFITS

+Labor Saving: two steps, in one
product – cleaning and sanitizing
+Versatile: Ideal for many
applications; use in spray bottle
or bucket, or use for third-sink
sanitization
+Living Well: Helps prevent crosscontamination to keep staff and
guests safe from foodborne
illnesses

SCAN AND PURCHASE
THROUGH US FOODS®
ONLINE

*Refer to label for complete use instructions. Claim approved by EPA (Reg. No. 1677-260), state approval is in progress.
**When diluted at 0.41 oz./gal., per label instructions.
***When used according to label.
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